IMPORTANT Update: Spiritual Warfare,
"When does the War End?"

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666.

Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic Forces.
We are doing the enemy much damage and we should not stop at any and all
costs. Protect yourselves, do your daily meditations and never forget, that the
enemy is the central source of all this decay many are suffering. We are on a
Holy Spiritual War against the enemy and no steps will be taken back, no
matter what. Satan wants this done. Satan wants them gone and destroyed,
so we Gentiles can thrive and spiritually advance once again.
All of you above the intermediate level, you must do the MerKaBa daily. For
the warfare to be even stronger and more brutal, the MerKaBa helps, aside
with any other meditations you are doing. There are many ways one can fight
the enemy. You can give your sexual energy to Satan or Lilith, you can do the
most important Torah Reversal Rituals, or you can have a weekly program of
destroying the enemy spiritually. Always check the planetary hours. For
instance, to send energy to Satan or Lilith, the hours of the Sun or Jupiter are
good and ideal. When you are to do reverse Torah attacks, Saturn and Mars
or ideal, same with the Destruction Working against the jewish race.
My best advice is to do everything you possibly can. When you are giving in to
fight for Satan, Satan will also fight for you in many areas. I cannot count the
times where Satan has helped me and literally saved me from issues that
squashed many others like mosquitos or worse, literal disasters. The more
you do for Satan and the Gods, the more they will do for you in return. We are
here down on this Earth and we are waging spiritual war from within. In other
words, we can mortally harm and destroy the enemy. They will not be able to
surmount our Satanic Power and they are all well aware of this. The enemy
meditators, priests and filths of the enemy, they are onto their shit daily. For
closely 2000 years or more of human time.
They are onto this everyday. Given they are slime, they are weak, yet,
persistence is power in that case and look at what they have done. Though
since the Gods were freed and empowered from the enemy bindings and
since we have been fighting, we are runing them in less than 10-12 years of
time. This is literally destruction when it comes for them. Imagine if you build
something for 2000+ years and some "rebels" come and destroy it in 1/200th
of the time.
Trust in Satan and the Gods. They will take care of you. Those of us who are

giving the enemy a serious beating, we are on the first list when it is to receive
help, guidance and support from the Gods. You elevate yourself to this status
by fighting. Its your own choice. Warriors reap many rewards that others do
not. Contemplate for ONE, just ONE moment, how much suffering there is in
yourself, in the world, in your past. All this needless suffering was brought by
the enemy. All these ideas, thoughts, confusions, bad conditions are being
reinforced by the enemy.
All these horrors happening everyday, they are all rooted in the jewish
spiritual matrix of things and order. This must be blotted out at all costs. The
enemy is insane, evil, cutthroat and they will not give up. Whomever knows
the enemy, they know that they will attack even more ruthlessly as we go. We
are giving them serious beatings over and over again. The masses of the
people are waking up. The enemy is acutely aware than when they are found
out for all they have done and committed, for ALL their lies, they will be
destroyed totally. They are deathly afraid of such thing. They will attempt to do
anything, absolutely anything, to evade the consequences of their torturing
and enslavement to everyone else. But they cannot. They are bound to fail by
Satan's Might and Providence.
What the enemy does? They wake up, grab a bite they got from things stolen
from you and your families, through taxes, through economic parasitism or
anything else, and then start destroying all of you, that they call "Goyim"
[Animals in hebrew]. They endlessly curse your whole existence, consciously,
unconsciously, subconsciously. They bind your soul. They create false
thoughtforms, needs, desires and wants for everyone to suffer. They show off
at your face to make you feel horrible. They launch ALL sorts of insanity to
destroy you mentally. They rob your health, emotionally, spiritually and
physically. You are their host, their farm, or so they believe. They bind and
parasitize your pockets and your money.
They attack you ruthlessly in all ways, attack your states, attack your souls
and minds. For absolutely no reason other than they want to enslave you.
They go with dedication and pray their shitty "Torah" which infects this reality,
everyday more and more. They say bogus shit at churches, they lie in
televisions, they brainwash your progeny, they steal your children and they
butcher them for Jewish Blood Rituals every year, they push insane ideas and
other deathly mindsets for the populace. This is all they do. They destroy and
force suffering to everyone.
This means something simple. Unless they are done with and we weed them
out spiritually, they will weed out every and all people on the planet. That's
right. This is the very least that can be said. Countless historical paradigms of
their enslavement, cannibalism, atrocity and hatred testify to this. Only that it
will be the most brutal thing humanity has ever known if they succeed and
Gentiles do not stand against them. This is outright and straight up war of
"either-or". There is no "Tommorow" when we are where we are. Do not take
loans from the future. Seize what you have in front of you today. This war
ends not in anyday, but when its OVER and we have WON.

It could be 6 months, 2, 10, 20 or 50, or 150 years or never. This mode of
thinking must be blotted out. There is no "set" future. The future is like jelly
waiting to be shaped. The stronger forces that are given out and define this,
the more it is shaped. If the enemy is left to do their atrocities, they will own
this still. If we obliterate them and run them over, which we ARE and we
WILL, IT BELONGS TO US. We are STRONGER than the enemy, and our
STRENGTH has to meet continuous WORK and DEDICATION. Then this
parody is OVER for them. This belief that somehow everything will grow out of
itself, is xian bollocks. Jewish bollocks for the GOYIM. Meanwhile, the jews
attack you EVERY-DAMN-SECOND-OF-YOUR-DAY. You can't ask for such
unicorn solutions when this infection has went on as it had. On one hand, its
in YOUR hands. Right here, where you stand. And why? Because you KNOW
how to put an END to this pestillence. The responsibility lies in OUR hands.
Have faith in yourself and us, as Satan does, because this shows evidently
we can spiritually destroy the enemy. WE determine the times, the details and
everything else. You can't be sitting outside your burning house and waiting
for "the times to catch up" and the fire to subside. It will fucking burn your
house and you together too. You take the water and you extinguish the fire
and ACT. What is "being philosophical" or falsely pretending "SOMETHING
OUGHT HAPPEN" in this case, but a FUCKING ACCURSED JEWISH
BINDING IN YOUR SOUL AND HOW YOU SEE REALITY? WAKE UP AND
STOP BEING A "GOYIM"!!
Everyone of you, you have the forces in your hands. Do not be afraid of this
responsibility, rejoice in it. Rejoice in that we have a choice and that we know,
but in that we will WIN through our efforts. We must act swiftly, orderly and
focused, right on the heart of the enemy problem. Nothing is given out freely
or without force, especially when the opposing force is so deadly as it is.
And what are you going to do? Will you reply or stay there and die, like a
miserable cockroach that is cannot raise a head, over an enemy that YOU
CAN DEFEAT? You obviously will reply. Violently, Spiritually, Intellectually
and above all, in a way that works. My honest opinion is to do all these, as
much as you can and keep the Number 3 of the destruction working up and at
all times, except of the time where a New Reversing Torah Ritual is up. This
means you can do everything, even daily, giving out your max, but for the day
a NEW Reversing Torah Ritual will come up, you stop doing anything else
spiritually and for that day, you focus ENTIRELY to this.
The methods to fight them are therefore, for the time being as listed:
1. Educating the masses in internet warfare and Yourselves in personal
study . When you are educated and aware, you can hardly be deceived.
When you can't be deceived, you can't be damaged easily. This is the same
thing as having your senses removed. When you understand, you can make
others understand. The internet is the perfect place for that. Leaving
somewhere anti-tracts and helping people find the Truth and Father Satan,
but also learn about the accursed and eternally BOUND jewish race. Many
posts and organized actions will make the enemy have serious problems. The
enemy pays millions of dollars simply for internet trolls, to keep their ideas,

thoughts and their enslavement programs alive. We can undo them in this
department too.
topic2592.html
2. Sending energy to Satan and Lilith. Satan and Lilith will guide this
energy as they see fit, so that we will get rid of the enemy.
topic3345.html
3. Doing the Destruction of the Jewish Race spiritual Working
[UPDATED HERE/ YOU CAN DO THIS *WITH* OR *WITHOUT* THE VAV,
BUT THIS ADDS POWER.]:
CHANT VAV, VAV, VAV [Pronounced Vahhv]
-Vibrate Thurisaz x9. [Pronounced THHHHH-UUUUU-RRRR-EEEEE-SSSSAAAA-ZZZZ]
Then affirm Once with intent"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely
destroyed in every and all levels of existence."
CHANT VAV, VAV, VAV [Pronounced Vahhv]
-Hagalaz x9 [Pronounced HHHHH-AAAA-GGGG-AAAA-LLLL-AAAAA-ZZZZ]
CHANT VAV, VAV, VAV [Pronounced Vahhv]
Then affirm 9 Times with Emotion and with serious and BOLD intent"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely
destroyed in every and all levels of existence."
CHANT VAV, VAV, VAV [Pronounced Vahhv]
[You can multiply 9 vibrations and do this, like x18 Thurisaz or x18 Hagalaz.]
[An Alternate affirmation would be as following: "Israel and the jewish race as
a whole are now being permanently and completely destroyed, in every and
all levels of existence."]
4. Reverse Torah Rituals [older and ones upcoming] [Thanks to those
who put the links]
The Rituals:
topic9562.html

topic6532.html
topic4796.html
post32985.html
post31500.html
post23626.html
post22948.html
post18463.html
post15794.html4

_____________________________
THIS WAR ENDS WHEN WE END IT WITH US BEING VICTORIOUS AND
HAVING PREVAILED OVER THE ENEMY! THATS WHEN IT ENDS!
SIEG HEIL!!!
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!!
HAIL THE GODS OF ORION!!!
HAIL THE TRUTH!!!!
SIEG HEIL!!!!
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

